
Big Barker’s mission is to improve the quality of life for big

dogs by providing hand crafted, American-made beds

that help to alleviate joint pain and enable dogs of any

size to rest comfortably.

 

The only dog bed clinically proven to improve quality of life for

big dogs. Better rest, less pain, more mobility. Uniquely

engineered to keep dogs youthful for longer and bring older

dogs back to their best.

Has been in the dog bed universe since 2006

Recognized by Pet Age magazine’s 40 under 40 as a

leader in the pet industry

Named to the Inc 5000 twice as one of America’s

fastest growing companies

Recognized by Congress for work with police K9

units.

His family thinks he spends too much time thinking

about dog beds, but the big dogs of the world

appreciate the results of his obsession.

A B O U T  B I G  B A R K E R

About  Er i c  Shannon

H O W  I T  A L L
S T A R T E D . . .

Thank you for your interest in working with us!

As of Oct. 2022

96.6K 24.5K 288.5K 41.6K 3.65 mil. views

Hank & President: Eric Shannon

https://www.instagram.com/bigbarkerusa/
https://twitter.com/bigbarkerusa
https://www.facebook.com/bigbarkerdogbeds
https://www.pinterest.com/bigbarkerusa/
https://www.youtube.com/user/BigBarkerDogBeds
http://bigbarker.com/
https://bigbarker.com/pages/upenn


“My sweet pup is one happy girl after a good
night’s sleep! She used to be grumpy at bed time, not

even wanting me to touch her, but now wags her
tail and happily waits for me to tuck her in” - Amy F

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

Ready to work with us?
Contact: partners@bigbarker.com 

"It's heaven...a ridiculously
comfortable sleep spot for

canines"

MENTIONED IN. . .

(267) 797-2547

“Your dog will turn into your
teenager with Big Barker—never

leaving the bed”

“The Big Barker bed is a smart
option for weary and ailing dogs”

“awarded by Wharton School of
Business as one of Philadelphia’s 100

fastest growing privately held
businesses”

“awarded #720 on the most
prestigious ranking of the nation's

fastest-growing private companies.”

"I am noticing when he wakes up in the morning, he is not stiff or
limping and I can already tell this bed will help make his "doggy

golden years" much more comfortable" - Patricia B

“This dog bed is absolutely fantastic; the foam is
supportive, comfortable and resilient.” - Rachel


